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We hear it everywhere we go. "I love PS, but we hardly ever see it!"

We talk to operators and mechanics on a daily basis. They tell us how they

use and maintain their equipment. Sometimes they describe problems already

addressed in PS. They say they didn't see the information because the maga-

zine isn't getting to their unit.

Odds are PS is close by. Close to 100,000 copies are mailed out every

month. But the information isn't doing much good if it's not getting to the sol-

diers who need it.  

So look around after you've finished this issue of PS. Is everyone in your

unit who needs PS getting it? PS is free, so order as many copies as you need.

Then make sure those copies get out of the office and down to the motorpool,

where it's needed. 

MS-4367/J

I bet ps could
help with this,

but I haven’t

seen a copy in

months!
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M1000 HET Semitrailer…

Tire Pressure IncreaseDTire Pressure IncreaseD

TACOM Maintenance Advisory Message (MAM) 01-018 requires you to increase

the tire pressure in your M1000 tank hauler’s 42 tires to 95 psi.

The extra 10 pounds of pressure provides increased load-carrying capacity for the

tires without affecting their suspension characteristics. The higher pressure also

reduces sidewall damage and means longer tire life.

The MAM lays out information for a tire inspection before you increase the pres-

sure and on safety procedures when you do.

It also requires that the stencil above each bogey be changed to reflect 95 psi as

the right air pressure.

Stencil letters should be about 1 inch high,

but no less than 1⁄2 inch high. Use lusterless

Green 383 paint on a black background or

lusterless black on Green 383, depending on

the camouflage pattern and location.

Appendix B of TB 43-0209 has the details.

Additionally, you’re required to make

notes in TM 9-2330-381-14 that the pressure

requirement is increased to 95 psi. Mark the

following pages with the word “WARNING”

and a reference to MAM 01-018:

Pages 1-15, 2-37, 2-219, 3-31, 4-53 and

4-243.

Other things
to remember
when dealing
with M1000

tires include…

“Only Michelin 215/75R17.5
radial tires are authorized
for use on the M1000.”

“Never inflate
tires when they are hot.”

“Do not inflate any tire that
is damaged or shows signs
of possible failure (cuts,
cracks, foreign objects,
blisters, bulges, ripples,
exposed cords or protruding
filaments, excessive tread
wear or soft spots in
the sidewall).”

Make sure you read and understand
MAM 01-018. you can Find it at the Army
Electronics Product Support site:

https://aeps.ria.army.mil/Commodity/
safety/SafetyList.cfm. 

If you
don’t have
a password,
you can apply

for one.

Stencil tire pressure
above each bogey

Listen up, everyone!
there’s A new TIRE

pressure requirement
for the m1000!

“Use the tire inflation gauge, 
NSN 4910-00-441-8685, that has
a 10-ft hose and stand out of
the sidewall trajectory area
when inflating tires mounted
on the trailer.”

“Use a tire cage when
inflating any tire that’s
not mounted on a vehicle.”
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M1000 HET Semitrailer…

To make sure you don’t miss that next tough 5-year service, you must now add a

stencil to your M1000 HET trailers.

The requirement is being added to TM 9-2330-381-14 in Para 4-75 for data

plates, decals and stencils.

Stencil the following two lines

to the curbside of the gooseneck,

above the gooseneck pivot pin

where it is clearly visible.

If you have already done a 5-year service, add 5 years to the year part of the sten-

cil to reflect the date of the next service.

If your trailer is not 5 years old, use the date of its delivery plus 5 years for the

service date.

The letters should be about 1 inch high, but no less than 1⁄2 inch high. Use luster-

less Green 383 paint on a black background or lusterless black on Green 383,

depending on the camouflage pattern and location. Painting info is found in TB 43-

0209.

New production trailers will come with the stencil already applied.

The next

5-year

service

is due

feb 07.



FMTV…

Mounting Machine Guns

When FMTVs start showing up in your unit for the first time, here’s what you

should know about mounting machine guns on the cab.

• The FMTV machine gun mount kit, NSN

1005-01-381-5431, consists of a wind-

shield/cab brace, a specially designed middle

cab seat and a platform assembly. It does not

contain a machine gun ring or mount.

• The M66 machine gun ring and mount

should be removed from the truck you turn in

when you get a new FMTV. The ring and

mount are TO&E items, not part of the truck

or the mount installation kit.

• The M66 machine gun ring is NSN 1005-

00-701-2810. The .50-cal machine gun mount

is NSN 1005-00-704-6650.

• Use tarp, NSN 1005-00-707-0725, to cover

the machine gun ring and mount when the gun

is not mounted. It’ll keep parts clean and dry,

including the cab, if there’s a leaky roof seal.

Tarp protects ring
and cab interior

without

this

mount

brace…

…you’d be

looking at

a caved-in
roof!



• Be extra careful lining up

your truck and the trailer draw-

bar when hooking up to the

PLS trailer. Use a ground

guide if one's available, to pre-

vent damage to the truck frame

or axle, or a broken coupler

and electrical connector.

• Keep an eye on the top of

the truck's fuel-water separator

filter housing. Seepage means

the lid is not on tight enough.

If the lid lets fuel out, it will

also let air into the fuel system,

causing rough running or no

starts at all.

• Keep a grease gun or oil can handy for lubing. Rollers, driveshafts, door hinges,

steering gearshafts and container twist locks must have lube or your truck, trailer

or flatrack will pay. • Make sure all trailer

electrical cables and air

hoses are disconnected

before driving off after a

mission. Otherwise, you'll

break air and electrical

connections and deadline

your truck.

By the same token, make

sure all these connections

are re-connected before you

take off on a mission. 

Keep all hoses and con-

nectors capped or hooked to

their dummy couplings

when not in use. That way

you can't drive over them

when loading or unloading.
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Palletized Loading System…

“y’know, it would be
great if preventive
maintenance could
be done with the
flick of a switch…”

“…like operating
the PLS load
handling system.“

so make
PM a habit,
soldiers!

But it
can't be.
PM is a
hands-
on job.

Follow the requirements of

TM 9-2320-364-20-1 for the

truck, TM 9-2330-385-14 for

the trailer and TM 9-3990-

206-14&P for the flatrack.

Put a
hand to
these PLS
tips…

Lube
rollers…

…drive-
shafts or
u-joints…

…and container
twist locks

…door
hinges…

…steering
shafts…

Dampness
indicates
loose top

Inattention
breaks
connections

Keep
hoses and
connectors
capped or
hooked

Trailer
hook-up
errors break
electrical
connectors

PM Should Be Automatic PM Should Be Automatic 



HMMWV…
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Protecting the M1074 and M1075 PLS tractor's air system from moisture is your

job, mechanics. An aftercooler and two air dryers will keep the air dry, if you keep

them serviced.

Aftercooler
The PLS aftercooler cools com-

pressed air so there's less moisture

going to the air dryers. To do this, the

foil filter in the tractor's aftercooler

must be replaced every 2,000 hours or

annually, whichever comes first.

The old recommendation—to clean

and inspect the foil filter for reuse—

no longer applies.

The easiest access to the aftercooler

filter is through the bottom lid. That

way, you won't have to disconnect the

steering driveshaft.

Do not avoid servicing the aftercooler because it looks like a hard job. If the fil-

ter is not replaced on schedule, moisture gets into the system, corroding or blocking

air operation, leading to mechanical component failures. The aftercooler filter kit is

NSN 5330-01-377-2460.

Hex head bolt-NSN 5305-00-782-9489
Flat washer-NSN 5310-00-080-6004
Plain nut–NSN 5310-00-010-5606

Air Dryers
The air dryers remove dirt and moisture from the air going to the reservoir. To do

this, the desiccant bags in the air dryers must also be replaced every 2,000 hours or

annually, whichever comes first.

Failure to replace the desiccant bags will also cause corrosion, leading to com-

ponent failure. The air dryer filter kit is NSN 4440-01-337-7324.

Remove
canister…

…and open to
replace desiccant
bags in air dryers

or foil filter in
aftercooler

If you break the bolt that

tightens the air cleaner

housing clamp on your

HMMWV, but there’s

nothing else wrong with

the clamp loop assembly,

there’s a way to save

some money.

Don’t replace the

entire assembly. Instead,

replace only the bolt

with these cheap items:

“The only drawback

with this fix is that

you’ll have to use

a 3/8-in socket

wrench to loosen

or tighten the nut.”

The

adjustable

wrench in

the BII
won’t do
the job.

Service air dryers from above,
aftercooler from below

Aftercooler

Air Dryer

Air Dryer

M1074/M1075 PLS Tractor…

Hey!
wait a

minute!

I wasn’t 

finished with

the after-
cooler or
the air
dryer!



Tactical Vehicles…

Don't Lose Your LoadDon't Lose Your Load

“One of the last things
a driver wants to see
in his rearview mirror
is his vehicle's load
bouncing on the road.”

2 1/2-ton and 5-ton

trucks need NSN

3940-01-449-2385.

For the HMMWV

and HEMTT, use NSN

2540-01-483-5853. 

3/4-ton and 1 ton

trailers use net, NSN

3940-01-449-2369.

A three-position
molded nylon
clamp locks a
cinching rope,

which goes around
the entire net.

Each net comes
with a storage bag
and attachment
instructions.

FEB 02

Don't let it
happen to you!
A cargo net

will tame your
vehicle's load

and keep it from
hitting the road.

“Several tailor-made nets
are available for your unit's
tactical vehicles. All are easily
adjustable for a snug fit.
Each black nylon net is held
in place with snap hooks.”



Multimeter…

Get One and Use It!
Many times

you can isolate
an electrical

problem on the
spot with a tool
that fits in your

BDU pocket.

“When you get a new multimeter,
take it to your local calibration
office to be checked per TB
9-6625-2147-35, Calibration
Requirements.”

“Then have it re-calibrated
every 2 years as called for
by TB 43-180, Calibration and
Repair Requirements for the

Maintenance of Army Materiel.”

“Between calibrations, check the multi-
meter’s function by turning the meter to
the highest ohms range to make sure the
meter zeroes when no load is applied.”

“If the meter fails the test, check the
batteries and test leads. If they check
out, the meter must be replaced, so
turn it in according to your unit SOP.” 

“It’s a hand-held
multimeter that makes
voltage and continuity
checks for tactical
vehicles real simple.”

“Multimeter, NSN 6625-00-914-4113,
is an expendable item authorized
by Appendix A, CTA 50-970.”

and I
cost
less
than
$21.

This TB
is only
available
on EM
0022!

11PS 591
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Combat and Tactical Vehicles…

Since I’m
gonna need
to “dull” my
vehicle, what

do I use?

I’m going
to have the
best-looking

bradley on
that exercise
tomorrow!

[gah!]
It’ll sure
be hard to
miss that
target!

you’ll want
to wash it

with an
ammonia and
water mix. 

Soap and
water will
work, too,

but it takes
longer.

When it comes to combat and tactical vehicles, a shine is not so fine!

Some soldiers (and their commanders) think their vehicles should shine like

their POV. So they use baby oil, brake fluid, diesel fuel or their own concoction to

put a shine on their tank or truck.

But vehicles that shine on the parade field stand out on the battlefield, too.

They’re easy to spot and destroy.

A lot of effort and expense have gone into developing coatings and camouflage

patterns to make your vehicle harder to spot. So don’t blow it by adding “improve-

ments” or “protection” to the paint.

Military vehicles aren’t supposed to shine like your POV!
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M1-Series Tanks…

DON’T CHOOSE TO REUSEDON’T CHOOSE TO REUSE

SSure it’s easier to reuse the self-locking nuts when replacing a tank roadwheel,

mechanics. It saves you a few steps to and from the supply room to get new ones.

But think of the even longer walk facing the tank crew when that new roadwheel

pops loose out in the boonies.

The roadwheel nuts, NSN 5310-01-

064-3910, aren’t meant to be used more

than once. Once they’re removed, the

threads are stretched and will no longer

hold securely.

At best, you end up with a wobbly

wheel. At worst, the wheel falls off during

operation. That can cause a thrown track.

It’s OK to reuse any of the undamaged

flat washers, NSN 5310-01-382-9996,

that go between the roadwheel and self-

locking nuts. But never use the nuts them-

selves more than once.

there!
those old road-
wheel nuts seem
to be holding up

just fine!

Hey! they may
look tight

now, but they’ll
loosen up as
soon as I hit
the road!

Never reuse

roadwheel nuts
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M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

A missing or open dust curtain,

NSN 1005-01-126-7797, on your

Bradley’s TOW launcher is a real

show-stopper, crewmen.

Without the curtain’s protection,

dirt and moisture get inside the

launcher. Then launcher connectors

corrode and your missiles won’t fire.

So keep the curtain closed whenever

the launcher isn’t being used.

Of course, you can’t close the cur-

tain if the snap fastener studs that

connect the curtain to the launcher

have snapped off. Get new studs

with NSN 5315-00-174-2882.

While you’re waiting for the

replacement studs to arrive, hold the

curtain in place with hook and pile

tape. NSN 8315-01-470-8453 gets a

25-yd roll of 1-in wide black tape.

Dust curtain
protects interior
of TOW launcher

Replace broken
or missing studs

time to

call it a

day!

It’s curtains for
my tow launcher
if you don’t cover
it before you go!

Close the Curtain



Position & Azimuth Determining System…

PADS has components that require deli-

cate handling. So carefully follow the

unpacking and packing instructions in

Section 1 of Chapter 2 in TM 5-6675-308-

12. 

When sending the PADS or inertial

measurement unit (IMU) for repair, use the

correct shipping container. Order the PADS

container with NSN 8145-01-407-8256 and

the IMU container with NSN 6675-01-474-

9021. Do not use the Army-fabricated metal

containers that have hard-rubber bumpers.

They don't provide enough protection. 

are you
determined

to do
good pm?

The position and azimuth determining system (PADS) won't be determining

many firing positions for your howitzer, MLRS, or Patriot if you're not determined

in your PM.

Unpacking and Packing

n

Use correct container for shipping
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Center the PADS or IMU container on

a 40 x 48-in pallet and secure it with four

11⁄4-in wide straps, with two straps hori-

zontal and two vertical.

When the IMU is not installed in the

PADS, keep the four black protective caps

on its connectors. The caps protect the

connectors from electrostatic discharge

and dirt.

As much as possible, keep the IMU installed in the PADS and the PADS turned

on during travel. That keeps the gyro spinning and protects it from being damaged

by bumps and jolts.

“When you
remove the caps,
put them some-
place safe.”

Keep It Cool

Use IMU caps
on connectors

Battery Check

Travel

The backup PADS batteries

are often forgotten until they're

needed. As part of your before-

operation PMCS, check the

electrolyte level in battery cells

and clean any corrosion off

battery posts and connectors.

If your PADS doesn't get plenty of cool air,

it overheats and shuts down. That's why it's

important not to stack stuff on top of or

around the PADS. That blocks vents and the

PADS thermostat. 

Make sure the IMU vents and blowers and

the power supply blowers aren't clogged with

dirt. Use an air hose to clean out the vents. 

Blow out
blowers

Check and
clean

not
that
safe!

combination?
uh… well…

Lift the IMU lid
so you can blow
out all dirt!

“If you do lose
a cap, you can
replace it. Check
out the chart…”
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This pile is
getting me
hot under
the collar!

ready
and

waiting
for duty,

sir!

no
corrosion

here!

Install
my IMU and
turn me on
for travel!

494-7597
191-4898
496-5832
449-4491

J1 
J3
J4
J6

Connector
cap

NSN
5340-00-



4.2-KW PM
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M577-Series Command Post Carrier…

Generate Some

Starting Safety
If you have to use the starting rope to turn

over the engine, be careful with the knotted

end. The knot can fly off the starter pulley and

smack you—or a buddy—in the eye.

To avoid a knot in the eye, wear some eye

protection, such as goggles, NSN 4240-00-052-

3776, whenever you manually start the genera-

tor. Protect others by keeping them clear of the

area while you’re starting the generator.

Keep the Air Flowing
When it’s stowed, the generator is easy to step

on if you move around on top of the vehicle.

Make sure you keep your feet off the shutter

assembly.

The shutter automatically opens when the

engine needs a shot of cool air to keep running.

A bent or jammed shutter assembly won’t cool

things down and the generator overheats.

So check the shutter often. It should move eas-

ily and then spring back to its original position. 

After you’ve done
the PM called for

in the TMs,
take a look at
these areas…

Repair or replace
bent shutter

Wear goggles when
using starting rope

@#*&!

Crewmen, you need the 4.2-KW generator to power

the computer system, radios, lights, and fax machines

on board your M577-series command post carrier.

But the generator’s output will be kaput if you don’t

pull generator PM.

You won’t find anything in the PMCS tables in the

carrier’s -10 TMs, so make sure you have a copy of

TM 5-6115-596-14 for the generator and TM 9-2805-

262-14 and LO 9-2805-262-12 for the generator’s 

6-HP engine.

maintain
your 4.2-kw
generator
now…

…and you
won’t pop a
blood vessel
later!
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Exercise
Your generator needs regular exercise. That

doesn’t mean just before each trip to the field,

either.

Exercise is best when it’s regular and

often—like about 15 minutes or more every

week. Without it, seals and filters dry out.

Gaskets crack. Batteries get weak or die.

Before exercising the generator, remove it

from the carrier and hook it up like it says in

the -10 TMs. Then...

1. Start the carrier’s engine, then the generator.

2. Switch off the carrier’s engine.

3. Turn on the carrier’s lights. That gives the

generator a load so it runs a little hotter and

prevents carbon deposits in the carburetor.

Don’t Be Fuelish 
• Clean the fuel sediment bowl before

each use of the generator. Otherwise,

the carburetor plugs up and the genera-

tor won’t start.

• Never grab the first can of fuel you

find and fill the fuel tank. The 4.2-KW

generator uses gasoline only. 

Diesel fuel stops it cold. Spark plugs

won’t ignite the fuel. The fuel tank and

lines have to be drained and cleaned.

If your commander OKs it, label all

fuel cans DIESEL or GASOLINE in

flat black lacquer. Get a quart of lac-

quer with NSN 8010-00-166-3147.

• When you pour fuel from cans, make

sure the gas tank’s screen is in place

and clean. Its job is to screen out dirt

and gunk that foul fuel and clog filters.

• Store fuel cans at least 50 feet away

from the generator and always have a

fire extinguisher handy when fueling.

• Never add fuel to a hot engine. A fire can shut down your generator—and you—

for good.

Air Filter Facts
Don’t change the generator’s air filter more often than necessary. Sometimes 

the red shows only because the indicator’s been bumped, not because the filter 

is clogged.

With the engine running, push the

release button. If the indicator turns

red again, then the filter’s clogged

and needs to be changed.

If the indicator stays clear after

you push the button, the filter’s still

good. Keep on generating.

In a pinch, your mechanic can

clean the filter by blowing a low

pressure (30 psi) jet of air from the

clean side and out the dirty side.

If replacement filters, NSN 2940-

00-876-2212, are in short supply,

wash dirty ones in mild soap and

water to extend their life. Rinse well

and dry the filters thoroughly before

you put them back in service.

Never, ever, run an engine without

a filter. Dust or dirt in your engine is

more trouble than a dirty filter.

Indicator red? Retest once
before changing filter

Wash filters
in a pinch

More to Do
• Make sure all hardware is tight

before operating your generator.

When traveling cross-country, the

generator vibrates enough that

nuts and bolts can shake loose.

• Cover things like cables and

the fuel sediment bowl before

spot painting. Paint will crack

rubber hoses and keep you from

seeing when the sediment bowl

needs cleaning.

• Line up connections when you

hook up the NATO slave cable to

the generator. If the cable is con-

nected at an angle, it could cause

arcing and damage the connector.

Empty fuel sediment
bowl before operation

Label fuel
cans

I need
to be 

exerciseD
regularly!

hey!
you’re not
done just

yet!
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SEE…

“Balanced low
and slow is
the way to go
when traveling
over rough or
hilly ground.”

“When a slide slope approaches 17° or
30 percent on the inclinometer, you need
to find another direction quickly.”

“Keep that
balance in
mind by
keeping an
eye on the
inclinometer.”

You don’t
want me

going across
that slope!

why
not?

“Side slopes steeper than
17° or 30 percent may cause
a rollover.”

“Play it safe. Have your mechanic
tape or mark the inclinometer’s
17°/30 percent marks with bright
paint or tape as a reminder.”

It’s no secret
that your

excavator has
a high center
of gravity.

That means
it’s top-heavy,
especially when
you’re lifting
a bucket of

dirt.



ACE…

Every good operator

knows that careful is the

right mode for operating

the ACE. The earthmover

operates differently than

a D7G bulldozer or

DEUCE—as some have

learned the hard way!

• Always fold the blade

when you travel cross-

country, no matter what

the soil conditions. That

way, the blade can't dig

into a ridge, tree stump

or other obstruction. 

• For safety's sake,

never haul troops in the

bowl. The bowl is for

dirt, sand or cargo, not

people. Same goes for

hauling people in the

rear of the vehicle—

never do it!

• Remember what the

ACE is designed to do

and how to make it do

the job. Use the blade

for moving, loading and

unloading dirt. Never

use the ACE to excavate

solid rock. You'll wreck

the blade's scarifier

teeth for sure, and prob-

ably the blade itself—

not to mention the vehi-

cle's hydraulic system.

Fold
blade
for
travel

Don’t haul
troops

Never
excavate
rock

…know when
to hold ‘em…

y’gotta
know when

to fold ‘em…

my
blade’s
up out
of the
way!

no hitch-
hiikers,
bub!

ooch!
that

smarts!…know
when to

rock away…
[ahem]

know when
not to move

rocks away…

Yuh don’t wanna
gamble with safety

when it comes to
operating the ACE!

If you’re gonna
play the game,

you gotta learn
to play it right!



130G Grader…

Big swings in day and night temperatures increase condensation in your road grad-

er’s air brake system. ‘Course, that leads to corrosion and that plugs up brake valves

and cylinders and causes brake failure.

So always drain the water from the

air tank at the end of the day. The

tank is located behind and under the

grader’s rear bumper hitch. Just open

the tank’s two valves to drain the

water. Be sure to close each drain

cock when you’re finished.

Because of its location, the air tank

is often overlooked. As a reminder,

have your mechanic use black CARC

paint to stencil “Drain Air Daily” on

the grader’s rear bumper near the

hitch. The stencils are part of the No.

1 Common shop set.

Operators, be sure to clean out the main

frame above your grader’s circle drive after

every operation.

The main frame is a haven for mud, small

rocks, dirt and sand.

All that crud breaks down hydraulic hoses

inside the main frame. And when hydraulic

hoses start to rot, they leak. Without hydraulic

oil, the circle drive won’t rotate and the cen-

tershift can’t position the grader’s blade. 

So use a high-pressure hose to clean out the

crud after operation.

The grader’s circle drive is a
haven for mud, small rocks,
dirt and sand

Circle Drive Scoop

I’m going

to stencil

drain air
daily on
the rear

bumper.

Open each valve
to let water out



water in the bed of your 5-ton dump truck usually means the drain holes are

stopped up. If the water stays there long enough, you’ll end up with a rusted-out

dump bed.

So eyeball the drain holes in the front

corners of the bed for dirt and leaves.

Look for holes that were painted over,

too. Remove any debris or paint residue

by running the tip of a ballpoint pen or

small screwdriver through the holes to

open ‘em up.

Another way to get water and snow

out of the dump bed—–especially when

your truck sits for long periods of

time—-is to keep the bed elevated. Use

the dump body support braces (bed-

locks) to hold the bed up and keep pres-

sure off the dump body’s main

hydraulic cylinder. 

Page 2-19 of TM 9-2320-272-10 tells

how to use the dump body’s bedlocks.
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M929/A1/A2 Dump Truck…

Keep bed elevated
with support braces

hey! I
don’t want
to hear any
bed-wetting
jokes!

Who-?
us!?

Remove debris
with pentip or

screwdriver

no
way,
man

haw!
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Get the Right KeyGet the Right Key

don’t let that
vehicle just sit

in the motor

pool forever.
Order new keys

or key blanks…

Equipment

M915-series trucks  

C530A roller  

SP 848 roller

RS-28 Tampo roller

621B scraper

130G grader(keyless)

D7G tractors

D8 tractor

MW24C scoop loader

815F compactor

HYEX        

Item

Ignition switch

Lock cylinder w/key

Key blanks

Ignition switch with key

Ignition key (only)

Switch with key

Ignition lock switch with key

Ignition switch key

Door key

Battery key

Hood wrench

Disconnect switch key

Battery disconnect switch

Battery disconnect switch key

Ignition switch key

Battery disconnect switch key

Battery disconnect switch key

Key blank

Ignition lock switch without key

Key only

Door/fuel/ignition key 

NSN

2920-01-092-9134

2540-01-155-3601

5340-00-357-9269

2920-01-043-9994

5930-01-039-2939

2920-01-318-7906

2920-01-185-3686

5930-12-166-1092

5340-01-240-1777

5930-12-121-7198

5120-01-235-2605

5930-00-715-1939

2920-00-775-7691

5930-01-715-1939

5340-01-257-6042

5930-00-715-1939

5930-00-715-1939

5340-01-275-7751

2920-01-258-3471

5340-01-257-6042

5315-01-475-0393  

You’re not

going anywhere if

the key to your
construction

equipment gets

lost.

Construction Equipment…

SEE



The vikings were fierce

fighters… but… they did

not win all their battles!

m-my men…

have been

slaughtered!
th-they fought…

with courage.

but… now…

…all

is

lost!



“only the
vultures
are the
victors”

I-I did
the best
I could.

But the
battle

was
lost!

why!?
pm? pm!

Preventive
maintenance!

If you had
instructed your

men on the
proper way to
maintain their
equipment, the

victory might
have been
yours!

Their equipment
was not in

good condition,
so Their blood

is on your
hands!

“you will find no rest until the lesson
of preventive maintenance is fully
taught to all worthy soldiers.”

“through the centuries, the
eternal PM soldier has
roamed the earth, spreading
the message of pm. he was
there in every u.s. war…”

Because of
that, you will

become the
eternal PM
soldier. You

must bring the
message of pm

through the
ages!

PM!
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what went
wrong?! I
trained…
I taught…

mighty
thor,

what was
lacking?!?



on the night of Aug. 5, 1777,
General John stark was preparing

to face british troops led by
british general john burgoyne…

In 1862, the american
civil war was raging.
Union and confederate

forces met in the bloody
battle of shiloh…

“stark’s men
were warned
by the eternal
pm soldier…”

“union general
grant stood
with his men…”

“…as confederate
general johnston
attacked.”

“for two days the union
forces stood their ground
against overwhelming odds…”

“Grant was able to drive
back the attack because
his equipment held up.
The eternal pm soldier
was there and his
message was heard!”

“the next day,
stark’s militiamen
met burgoyne’s
forces and
annihilated
them!”

“PM helped
win the day.”

Be pre-
pared for
tomorrow!

check your
equipment
carefully!
your life
depends
on it!

“make sure your
flintlocks work
smoothly. a
delay in firing
can be fatal!”

“keep your powder dry.
check powder horns for
holes or splits. knock the
rust off your bayonets.”

It’s a good thing
you checked those
cannons for weak
spots… or they’da
cracked by now!
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In 1918, during wwI,
general pershing’s 1st army
faced a major offensive.

It was going to be rough!

The Eternal PM Soldier
appeared next during

WWII… just outside of
Remagen, germany…

“The argonne
was filled with
smoke as the
men advanced…”

“The eternal PM
soldier had convinced
everyone to recheck
their gas masks!”

“many
lives
were
saved.”

“On november 7, 1918, the rail
lines were cut… permanently.”

“PM had done
its job!”

“on march 7, 1945, u.S. Soldiers
approached the bridge across
the rhine river…

“brave men and good PM worked.
eighteen days after crossing
the bridge at remagen, german
fighting west of the rhine ended.”

we’ve got to get
through the

argonne forest
and establish
bridgeheads
across the

meuse river…

mustard
gas! Put
on gas
masks!

…in order
to cut the
railroad
lines that
supply the
germans.

Let’s get
started!

Listen up, you
guys! this crossing
will shorten the
war and save a lot
of g.I. lives! we
gotta do it right!

that means
cleaning

equipment!
mud and snow

can foul
things up!

“Tankers… check the track
tension on your shermans.
Gotta keep ‘em movin’!”
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“It was the day before
thanksgiving. hill 63, in the
que son valley, had been in
enemy hands for too long.”

“PM soldiers made sure the
prop shaft bolts were all
down and tight.”

“They lubed ‘em
good… so the
vehicles wouldn’t
break down.”

“apcs traveled through muck
and mud without a hitch. Once
again, good pm carried the day.”

“A major offensive was
planned. armored personnel
carriers would play an
important role.”

In 1991, the us
army spearheaded
the offensive for
desert shield-
desert storm.

“The sand got into everything.
helicopter rotors, air filters,
and fuel.”

“trucks would
grind to a
halt… if they
weren’t lubed
regularly.”

“good PM made
weapons and
equipment work,
and enabled
soldiers
to defeat
the enemy.”

“micro-climatic
conditioning

systems were a
matter of life

or death inside a
tank, when the
outside temp is

over 115°
Farenheit!”

“weapons
were use-
less when
sand got
into the
works.”

In addition to the
enemy, our soldiers
had to contend with
searing heat and
abrasive sand.

a major victory
took place in 1967 in
viet nam… thanks
to our m113s and

good PM.

The eternal
PM soldier
had taught
his lessons

well!
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“The eternal pm soldier has

a long history, and he can never

rest. recent events prove that

there are difficult times ahead.

Good pm is more essential now

than ever before.”

“Do PM on your equipment every
day. It will help you stay warm,

stay dry, keep moving, keep

communicating, keep fighting

and keep surviving.”



OH-58D Series…

Pilots and crew chiefs, your avionics compartment isn’t a storage area for survival

kits, TMs, vests and other equipment. It’s for avionics only.  

Tossed vests, kits and TMs can break the

delicate fuel probe wiring in the avionics

compartment and give you a zero reading on

the fuel indicator. That deadlines your aircraft. 

Careless tossing can also damage COM-

SEC components, SINGARS radios, UHF

and VHF antenna communication boxes and

their cables. 

So never use your avionics compartment as

a storage bin. When your maintenance task is

done, return TMs to your pubs clerk and turn

in ALSE equipment to the ALSE shop. 

Clutter can
break fuel probe

Is some-

one back

there?

get this

stuff

offa me!

It’s
me! the

fuel
probe!

sure

thing!

mmf

mmmg!

huh?

…I

end up

broken!

every
time you

guys store

stuff in

here…

just

remember:

this ain’t
a storage

bin!

so Don’t

toss stuff

back here!
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If you get the NO-GO readout

only after you’ve washed the

bird, put a small amount of iso-

propyl alcohol, NSN 6810-00-

286-5435, in the antenna recep-

tacle. That will dry up the excess

water. Or use a blast of shop air

to blow out the water.

Once it’s dried out, do another

operational check on the top IFF

antenna to make sure it’s work-

ing. If it still won’t work, trou-

bleshoot the IFF antenna system.  

Keep that NO-GO at bay by

taping the receptacle or putting a

plastic cap, NSN 5340-00-211-

8188, on it before you wash 

the bird.
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OH-58D…

Anytime you wash your Kiowa Warrior with the forward cowling removed, remem-

ber to cover the top IFF antenna receptacle. If you forget, water gets in and can short

out the antenna when you reinstall it. 

That means you’ll get a NO-

GO reading on the MFD (multi-

functional display) when you do

your pre-flight checks. A NO-

GO means your aircraft isn’t

ready to identify itself to other

aircraft and ground facilities. 

‘Course, a NO-GO could also

flash if you’re too rough remov-

ing the cowling while the cable

is still attached. Any  pulling or

tugging can damage the IFF

cable. So check the cable and

the connector pin for damage if

you get a NO-GO. 

ready
for a
bath?

sure, buddy,
but cap my
IFF connector
to keep the
water out!

…and while
you’re at it, Be
careful with my
IFF cable when
you remove my
forward cowling!

Pulling or tugging while cable is
conected can damage top IFF cable

Still get NO-GO after washing?
Troubleshoot IFF antenna

Cap or tape opening before washing
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Clothing…

What’s Up with ABDU Cleaning? What’s Up with ABDU Cleaning? 

“If you have seams coming apart,

hook-and-pile fasteners separating

from the fabric, or torn pockets

on the ABDUs, return them to the

issuing facility for repairs.”

“If your ABDU’s fabric

begins to thin or wear
out, you lose thermal

protection -it may be

time to turn them in,

too. See your aviation

life support officer to

find out for sure.”

Check

out all

preventive
maintenance

info on

ABDUs in TM
10-8400-

201-23.

your

Abdus look

worn out!

But I

just

got ‘em

last
week.

• Hand wash or machine

wash ‘em in warm water
on permanent press or

delicate cycles, just

like the label says. 

• Because Nomex
material does
not absorb

much water,

ABDUs do not

need high drying

temperatures.

Either drip dry
or tumble dry
at low heat

and hang the

uniform on a

rustproof

hangar to avoid

rust stains.

If you tumble dry,
use an anti-static

fabric softener

sheet. Hang them

up when the dryer

is done. Leaving

ABDUs in the dryer

will wrinkle them.

• Use only mild detergent

in the amount for the size

of load you have. Too
much detergent means

you’ll need more than one

rinse to remove it all.

Detergent buildup can

reduce the ABDU’s flame-

retardant protection.

• Close hook-and-pile fasten-

ers to reduce the collection

of lint, thread and fuzz in

the hook portion of the tape.

The more buildup you

have, the less holding
power the fastener has.

• Don’t starch or use sizing

spray on the ABDUs. That

reduces the anti-static and

flame-retardant protection.

Don’t use bleach, either.

It causes fading. 

• Close zippers before
washing. That protects the

teeth from separating from

the zipper tape and keeps

them easy to operate. 

yoWZA!
that’s not
warm,
that’s

hot!

uh-

oh.

I thought it was

about time to get

these repaired.

Yeah.

I’d say

so.

get
back!Have your Aviation

BDUs been wearing

out fast?

Here’s how

to slow
down the

process…

maybe it’s the way

you maintain them.

looks

like

they’re

gettin’

thin.



In the Desert
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Light Lube

Generous Lube
• Outside of bolt body, the cam pin area, and

the bolt rings (but just a light coat on the
extractor and cam pin)

• Takedown and pivot pins and detents 

M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

you go get cleaned
up and we’ll look at

which parts get a light
lube and which get
a generous one.

ok!

“But in the desert,
don't lube like this.
Sand, not corrosion,
is the problem
there. Sand mixes
with lube and
becomes a scouring
powder that eats
up your rifle.” 

“So, before you
go to the field, wipe
all lube off the
outside of your
rifle or carbine.
Lube internal parts
normally, but clean
them after firing to
get rid of sand.”

You need a light
touch to lube

your M16 rifle or
M4/M4A1 carbine.

“Of course,
that's
wrong.” 

Too much
lube causes
problems.

Like
what,
connie?

glad
you

asked!

HEY! “Too much lube
attracts dirt
and carbon!”

Your rifle or
carbine stops

shooting.

“Good lubing begins with know-
ing the difference between light
lubing and generous lube.“

aw!

• Inside upper receiver, bore, and chamber
• Outside of barrel, the front sight and

under handguard

• Charging handle
• Inside and outside of bolt carrier

Bolt

Upper receiver

Front sight detent

Lower receiver

• Inside of lower receiver

• Buffer and action spring

• Moving parts inside lower receiver and
their pins

• Front sight detent—depress and put two
drops of CLP on detent

“They stop
moving parts
in their
tracks.”

“Light: A film
barely visible
to the eye.”

“Generous:
Just heavy
enough to be
spread with
the finger.”

Put one drop of lube in carrier key, but
generously lube slide and cam pin hole

Problem is,
many riflemen
think lubing is
like money-

-the
more the
better.

Armorers,
this info won't
do any good

unless it gets
to your unit.

Make copies
of this article
and give it to
your troops.
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M240-series Machine Guns…

We will
return
to PS

Magazine
after these
words from

our
sponsor…

PM-Bismol
for Gas
Relief

PM-Bismol
for Gas
Relief

What your
gun needs is 

PM-Bismol! 

“On the range, ream the plug holes and
the barrel's gas port hole whenever
there's a break in firing. Use the small
reamer of your cleaning tool on the
three holes in the plug. But don't force
it. It doesn't take much to snap the
reamer. Work the reamer in and out of
the plug holes. Then twist the reamer
back and forth until the carbon’s gone.”

“Carbon causes
gas problems
by stopping
up the gas
regulator 
and plug.”

“The longer
carbon sits,
the harder
it is to
remove.”

“So clean
out carbon
ASAP with your
combination
cleaning tool…

…especially
after firing
blanks, which
produce more
carbon than
live rounds.”

“…it can develop worse gas
problems than you do after
a big bowl of Texas chili!”

“Use the
large
reamer
to clear
the
barrel's
gas
port
hole.”

“Use the scraper's point
on the grooves and at
both ends of the plug. “

“When firing's
over, give the gas
system a total
cleaning. Twist the
scraper in the
plug until all
carbon's gone.
make sure the gas
plug is set to 1.”

“Clean carbon out of the op
rod piston and gas cylinder
with the combination tool.”

“Ream the plug
and gas port
hole again. Use
the gas cylinder
brush to clean
the cylinder
bore. You're
done.”

“For more info,
see Chapter 3 of
TM 9-1005-313-10.”

Turn scraper
clockwise until all
carbon is removed

…or you’ll damage
the cylinder

Make sure the tool
is seated right…

I’m all
stopped
up with
carbon!

Ream plug
and…

…barrel gas
port hole

gunners! If you forget
your M240 machine gun's

gas system…

If gas can't go
where it's supposed
to go in the M240's

gas system,…

…then rounds
don't chamber
and you don't

fire!

“CLP actually
turns into
carbon
because of the
heat produced
during firing.”

“One cleaning
product to
avoid is CLP.”

If you can't
remove all the
carbon, tell
your armorer. 

He can use
dry cleaning
solvent to
remove the

rest. 
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Operators

Start and stop the CAM in the H

mode. That's the only way it will prop-

erly self-test.

Never leave the sampler on for more

than 1 second or the CAM gets saturat-

ed and becomes difficult to clear down. 
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Chemical Agent Monitor…

If you don't run all of your CAMs 30 minutes

every week, they will give you problems. It's as

simple as that.

Fortunately, most problems can be solved by

running the CAM until it passes the confidence test

or for up to 72 hours straight. But if that doesn't

solve your problem, send the CAM to support.

NBC NCOs
A little PM and a few

operating cautions
can give you a CAM-do
attitude in detecting
chemical threats. 

[wheeze] It’s

been 36 hours!

can I stop
running now?

You’re

only half
way there.

36 hours

to go!

Start and stop
in H mode

Don’t
saturate
CAM

I’m

glad we

did our

pm!

This

tank’s as

clean as a

whistle!

let’s

move on

to the

truck!



Maintain the proper sampling

distance: no closer than 1 inch for

people and equipment. Any closer

risks contamination.

The CAM buzzer makes it

easy to keep track of distance. It

sounds when the CAM detects

agent, so you don't have to keep

looking at the display. Your NBC

NCO can order buzzers with

NSN 6350-01-394-9916. 

If your CAM doesn't pass the con-

fidence test, wait at least 10 seconds

and try again. You can do the test as

many as five times, but must wait at

least 10 seconds between tests. If your

CAM doesn't pass after five tries, it's

time to call your NBC NCO. More

tests will only saturate the CAM.

If your CAM detects

something, pull it away

immediately to avoid

saturation.

Clear the CAM to

one bar before switch-

ing modes to prevent

clearing problems.

Keep the CAM

away from vehicle

exhaust, cleaning

fluids and solvents.

They make it very

difficult to clear

the CAM. 

In the field, use the nozzle

standoff once only to avoid con-

tamination, then throw it away.

Keep the standoff as clean and dry

as possible so it stays sensitive. If

it gets dirty or wet, replace it. 

Keep CAM
1 inch
away

Buzzer makes
detection easier

Use nozzle
standoff
once only

I failed

that test. 
but if you give

me 10 seconds…

I’ll try again!
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A FITTING SOLUTIONA FITTING SOLUTION

SSoldiers with small or large heads can cause

big headaches for you NBC NCOs when it

comes to fitting an M40 or M42 mask. But

there are ways to relieve your headaches and

make sure soldiers are protected..

Use the M41 protection assessment test

system (PATS) instead of banana oil to test

every mask. PATS is much more accurate

than banana oil. 

If a small mask is too big to create a good

seal, readjust and tighten the head harness,

then test with PATS again. Sometimes that's

enough for the mask to pass. 

If the mask still doesn't pass, replace the

headharness with a skull cap head harness,

NSN 4240-01-390-3057, and re-check. 

Still no luck? Then check out TB 3-4240-

341-20-1, Chemical-Biological Protective

Mask for Hard-to-Fit Service Members, for

further help. If nothing works, tell your CO.

He will decide if the soldier is deployable. 

Check out the TB if the M40 or M42 large

mask is too small for a soldier, too.

Use PATS
to test

Adjust head
harness for
tight seal

look at

me… IT
fits!

that’s

what you
think!

M40-Series, M42-Series Masks…
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TS-4348/UV…

The TS-4348/UV electronic systems test set, NSN 6625-01-323-9584, tells you

whether a night vision device (NVD) is good to GO or is a NO GO.

But how do you know if the test set is telling you the truth? You won’t unless you

get it calibrated regularly.

Armorers, look at the test

set and see if a DA Label 80

is attached to it. If it is, the

label will tell you when the

next calibration is due. If the

NVD is overdue for a calibra-

tion, turn it in to your calibra-

tion team or TMDE. 

If there is no DA Label 80,

take no chances. Get it cali-

brated. After calibration, you

will have a DA Label 80 on

your NVD to tell you when

the next calibration is due.

Don’t wait until your test

set gives you a Check

Calibration warning before

you get it calibrated. That’s

too late. You should be using

the test set regularly in the

field and that is not the time

to worry about calibration.

PLGR BA-5800 Battery Availability
The BA-5800 main power battery for the AN/PSN-11 precision lightweight GPS

receiver, once in short supply, is now well-stocked. Use NSN 6135-01-440-7774

to get a package of eight. The old NSN 6135-99-760-9742 is discontinued. New

rechargeable substitutes for the BA-5800 should be available this summer.

Is a DA Label 80

attached?

“Think of the
word ‘routine’ as
an excuse to do
PM more often,
not less.”

“That gives you
some discretion
over when you
do PM…”

“…but it
doesn’t
give you the
freedom not
to do it.”

Check calibration

One
more word
about the
test set.

TM 11-5855-299-
12&P tells you to
do PMCS on the
set “routinely.” 

If your test set
is not good to
go, I won’t be

either!

TS-4348/UV

TEST SET, ELEK. SYS.

I’m
warning
you!

Did we
test
those
NVGs?

No, our test
set hasn’t been
calibrated in so
long, I can’t
trust it!

Hey!
are we
good to
go or
not!?
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2. Connect the data cable to the J2 serial port.   

3. Connect the remote antenna cable, if used.

4. Connect the power cable to the J4 connec-

tor. Make sure you don't reverse the polarity

when you're attaching the cable. The cable

wire with the in-line fuse is the positive or

"hot" wire. It is always connected to a posi-

tive terminal. 

5. Put the PLGR in its mount.

Reverse the steps to disconnect the PLGR.

PLGR…

Fried eggs are good. So are fried chicken

and fried green tomatoes. But fried J2 and

J4 connectors on your AN/PSN-11 preci-

sion lightweight GPS receiver (PLGR) are

not good!

But some of you must think they are,

because a lot of J2 and J4 connectors are

turning up fried!  'Course, a fried J2 con-

nector usually means internal damage, too.

The problem comes when you connect or disconnect the PLGR from an external

power source. The right connection or disconnection means your PLGR will live to

receive another day. Get either one wrong and you'll be eating the cost of a fried

PLGR, along with crow, for lunch. The key is in the connection sequence. 

Here’s the right
way to connect a

PLGR to an external
power source…

1. Make sure the PLGR and the electronic

device you connect it to have a common

ground before you connect the power.

The PLGR grounding wire should be

attached to the same battery post as the

ground wire that runs from the vehicle to the

vehicle's battery.

Some PLGR installations involving com-

puters have a special ground. If that's the case

with your equipment, make sure this step

includes that ground.  

Keep in mind that if you remove the PLGR from the power cable instead of the 

power cable from its external source, you still have a hot power cable! 

If you need a new power cable, get it with NSN 6150-01-375-8661. If you need

a fuse for the cable, order it with NSN 6150-01-382-1551.

Finally, don't forget to remove

the BA-5800 battery from your

PLGR before you connect to an

external power source. A BA-5800

left in a PLGR getting external

juice will overheat and explode or

melt the battery case of the PLGR.

Remove
BA-5800

Connect power
cable to J4

Connect data
cable to J2

J2 and J4 connectors
are getting fried!

What’ll
ya have,
honey?

what
about
you?

fried
chicken!

can I
get some

fried green
tomatoes?

no
prob-
lem!

fried
eggs,
ma’am.

They’ll do a
number on my
insides. I don’t
need that!

no fried
connectors
for me,
thanks!
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Using a rubber or fabric strap to tie

down canvas covers, bundles, gear

and other loose items is a cinch.

But finding the right-size strap

used to be a problem.

Not any more. If your equipment

TM doesn’t specify a strap, just

select one of these.

Each fabric strap is OD green and comes with a buckle to secure it in

place. If you need a different size, see your installation DOL. They may be

able to fabricate straps from bulk stock.

Use Appendix A of CTA 50-970 as your authority for ordering the straps.

what do

you mean you

couldn’t find a
shorter cargo

strap?!

All rubber straps have an S-hook

on each end.

this cargo
net will keep
our gear in
place ‘til we
hit the beach!

F470 Watercraft…

Keep Cargo Secure
Cargo net on
watercraft

NSN 3940-01-477-7081 gets a tailor-

made cargo net for your F470 Zodiac

attack watercraft. The nylon net holds

cargo in place and adjusts easily for a

snug fit. It’s held in place with carabiners.

A three-position molded nylon clamp

locks a cinching rope, which goes around

the entire net.

Each net includes a black nylon

stowage bag with a draw cord closure.

Installation instructions are included.

NSN
5340-

00-340-0980 
01-029-9084
01-231-6015
01-029-9085 

Length
(inches)

10
15
21
31 

Stretch
(range)

15-20 
20-30
26-42
36-42

NSN

5340-01-428-8800
5340-00-678-9031
5340-00-530-5021
5340-00-543-3477
5340-00-664-0364
5340-00-543-7110
5340-00-753-3742
5340-00-543-3188
5340-00-753-3744
5340-00-339-3768
5340-00-543-3155
5340-00-753-3745
5340-00-543-3173
2540-00-715-3854
5340-00-958-6917
5340-00-894-9545
5340-00-949-8637
5340-00-854-6737
5340-00-134-3196 

Size (inches)

11⁄2 x 12
1 x 18
1 x 20
1 x 24
1 x 26
1 x 28
1 x 30
1 x 33
1 x 36
1 x 42
1 x 45
1 x 48
1 x 51
1 x 54
1 x 60
1 x 64
1 x 18

1 x 108
1 x 114 

Material

Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon 
Cotton
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Cotton 
Nylon
Cotton
Cotton
Cotton
Cotton 
Nylon
Nylon 

Fabric Cargo Straps
Tiedown Straps…



ISUs can be moved by forklift or helicopter

and they’re easily loaded onto airlift aircraft.

The containers also fit on 21⁄2-ton and 5-ton

trucks. They can be outfitted with low-speed or

high-speed mobility wheel sets or corner cast-

ers for easy movement.

Here are some of the available ISUs. These

are OD green, but they’re also available in

desert tan, gray, white, black or a custom color:

If you have questions or need help ordering ISUs, contact the Defense Supply

Center Philadelphia. Call Cindy Ciardullo at DSN 444-7406 or (215) 737-7406 or

Maureen Leiter at DSN 444-7355 or (215) 737-7355.

Need a
container

to store
supplies,

equipment and
spare parts

for rapid
deployment? 

Then an
Internal
airlift/

helicopter
slingable
container

unit is just
the ticket.

Don’t let ‘em
confuse you.

It’s pretty
simple. take

a look!

Bonnnie, What’s
the deal with all

these numbers
and letters
after “ISU”?

ISU container

ISU-90 GEN X

ISU-90-KCI GEN X

ISU-60 GEN X 

ISU-90-KC GEN X

ISU-90-I GEN X 

ISU-90-EO GEN X

ISU-70-KC-GEN X

ISU-70-KCA GEN X 

NSN 8145-01-

465-3621

465-4140

465-3629

465-3687 

465-3685 

465-4146 

465-4160 

478-9990 

The number is the height
of the container in inches

I and KCI containers were
shaped to fit KC10 aircraft,
but are also 6 inches
narrower on one side to
permit shipment in pallet
position 3 on C130 aircraft

EO stands for
end opening

Gen x refers to
the new damage-
resistant aluminum
baseplate

KC means the container
will fit into kc10/md11
cargo aircraft

KCA means the
container is designed
for kc135 aircraft
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Publications…

To keep your unit’s
equipment maintained

and its logistics
reports submitted
accurately, what

you need are
current pubs.  

“The US Army
Publishing
Agency’s
(USAPA) job
is to get you
those needed
TMs, TBs, ARs,
SBs, SCs, DA
Pams and
other pubs
quickly by
using its
pinpoint
distribution
system.”

“Para 2-1 of DA pam 25-33, User’s
Guide for Army Publications (Sep
96), tells you if you are allowed
to have your own account.”

If you are allowed, then use
the instructions in Para 2-2 of Da
pam 25-33 to submit DA Form 12-R,
Request for Establishment of
a Publications Account, through
your chain of command to

USAPA
ATTN: New Account Processing
1655 Woodson Road
St. Louis, MO 63114-6128

bonnie, I
never seem to
have the right
pubs on hand
to do my job

correctly.

How do I
set up an

account for
my unit

“Your job is to
give USAPA the info
it needs to do that.”

so, How
can I

give them
the info?

Here are some
frequently

asked
questions
(FAQ)-and

their
answers-
about the
process.



If so, mail or
fax the change
on DA Form 12-R

to USAPA as soon
as possible.

“Otherwise, your pubs won’t
follow you to your new unit
location nor will the pubs
folks know your new unit name.”

Is your
unit moving or
changing its

unit name

Is your
unit being

deactivated

Must I
validate

my unit pubs
account every

year on DA
Form 12-R
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Follow
these

steps…!

When you get your pubs
account number, go to
http://www.usapa.army.mil

“If so, cancel your
account with DA Form 12-R
to USAPA 90 days before
the unit is deactivated.
Para 2-10 of DA Pam 25-33
tells you how to prepare
the form.” 

No. You
validate

your address
every time
you log-in

to the pubs
ordering
system.

“All unit address
changes, however,
must be mailed
to USAPA on
DA Form 12-R.”

“Para 5-3 of DA pam
25-33 tells you
how to send in an
address change.”

“DA Pam 25-33 (IDN 040112)
should be on-hand in your unit
to answer pubs questions.” 

“If you don’t have a copy, get
one using the pubs procedures
identified above.”

“Or, go to the USAPA web
site and click on Army
Administrative Electronic
Publications and review
the pub on-line.”

Questions?
you can Call USAPA
at DSN 693-7305 or

(314) 263-7305, go to
their web site and

submit your inquiry
to USAPA Customer
Service or e-mail

them at

CustomerService@
usapadof.army.mil

How do I
establish my
initial pubs
distribution

requirements

…click on the Publications
Ordering, Subscription System
and On-Line Reports. log-in…

…and then click
on USAPA On-line
Ordering.

After you ID your pub needs,
complete the process by hitting
the Submit Selections button. 

Next, select a CATEGORY
and a specific pub and select
Subscribe at the next screen.

“Your initial distribution needs
are now established, it won’t get
you current copies of the pubs.

“Here’s what to do to get current
copies of the pubs you need.
# Check Re-supply to get
a copy of the current pub.
# Check Changes to get a
copy of a pub’s changes only.
# Check Re-supply and Changes to
get a current
copy of a pub
with all its
changes.”

“Remember,
Subscribe
only gets you
pub revisions and
future changes.”
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we’re
going
bowling,
lenny! You
ready?

Yeah!
I’m almost
done here!


